openQA Project - action #95878
coordination # 99303 (New): [saga][epic] Future improvements for SUSE Maintenance QA workflows with fully automated testing, approval and
release
coordination # 99306 (New): [epic] Future improvements: Make reviewing openQA results per squad easier

Add filter on /tests/overview for search term in test suite description
2021-07-22 14:06 - okurz

Status:

New

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:
Category:

Feature requests

Target version:

future

2021-07-22

% Done:

0%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Difficulty:
Description

Motivation
As a squad member with responsibility areas defined by a field Maintainer: my-team@suse.de in a test suite (or job template)
description I would like to filter by a search term searching the test suite description on /tests/overview to only see scenarios which
list my team in the description

Acceptance criteria
AC1: /tests/overview can be configured to show only test results matching a specified search term in test suite description

Further details
If we want each team to "only look at their scenarios" then we likely want to have an alert if there is any test suite or job template
without defined maintainer. At least it should be possible to search for test suites without maintainer this way, e.g. regex search using
negative look-ahead
Related issues:
Copied to openQA Project - action #96058: [spike] Filter test results on /tes...

Resolved

2021-07-22

Copied to openQA Project - action #109653: Add filter on /tests/overview for ...

New

2021-07-22

History
#1 - 2021-07-27 06:20 - okurz
- Description updated
#2 - 2021-07-27 06:29 - okurz
- Copied to action #96058: [spike] Filter test results on /tests or /tests/overview by regex match in modules size:M added
#3 - 2021-08-27 10:50 - okurz
- Target version changed from Ready to future
#4 - 2021-09-24 12:22 - okurz
I understood that this feature could still be useful but for less teams. Either teams have already setup job groups if they mostly own scenarios or they
work on a per-module basis. This is why I am moving this ticket from the epic that is in the current backlog to one outside.
#5 - 2021-09-26 08:28 - okurz
- Parent task changed from #91467 to #99306
#6 - 2022-04-07 14:05 - okurz
- Copied to action #109653: Add filter on /tests/overview for search term in test suite description added
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